UNDER THE SIGN OF THE POTAI
Japanese cigarettes imported from India met their end. No
objections were raised to our going on from this, the last
Tungan post before the demilitarized zone which stretches
to Yarkand.
We were now in rich country with running water every-
where. The little flooded ricefields were like so many clear
mirrors, though here and there the surface was pierced by
green shoots. Every time we came to an irrigation canal
running across the track I hung on to my horse's neck and
managed to get some water into my little wool-covered water-
bottle. The contents grew cool in about ten minutes owing
to the process of evaporation.
We spent the night in an inn at Posgam, a friendly village
with a mayor, who proceeded to commandeer beds for us,
We had the greatest difficulty in convincing him that we
preferred our flea-bags.
We were anxious to learn how we should be received by
the Sinkiang Government and next day crossed the wide
Yarkand Darya or Tarim by ferry. Nyaz was unhappy. He
was fearful of not being able to get back to Khotan, having
heard tales of smugglers and closed frontiers.
At the first military post on the road we were stopped by
a soldier. The Kuomintang emblem was displayed above
the door, as it had been amongst the rebels. So as to have a
better look at us, the military invited us to drink tea, to eat
eggs cooked in the ashes, and to taste ripe apricots. Contrary
to what one saw amongst the Tungans, there were men
camped untidily in the shade of a tree. We asked why the
road was barred to some natives who had no passports and
laughed at the classic answer: "They are tu-fei"—bandits!
Yarkand.
An armed horseman who was acting as our escort wanted
to take us straight to the mayor. Explaining that we could
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